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Competitive
Positioning

Safe Harbor Statement
This presentation contains “forward-looking” statements that are based on our management’s beliefs and assumptions and on information
currently available to management. Forward-looking statements include information concerning our possible or assumed future results of
operations, business strategies, financing plans, projections, competitive position, industry environment, potential growth opportunities,
potential market opportunities and the effects of competition.
Forward-looking statements include all statements that are not historical facts and can be identified by terms such as “anticipates,”
“believes,” “could,” “seeks,” “estimates,” “intends,” “may,” “plans,” “potential,” “predicts,” “projects,” “should,” “will,” “would” or similar
expressions and the negatives of those terms. Forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other
factors that may cause our actual results, performance or achievements to be materially different from any future results, performance or
achievements expressed or implied by the forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements represent our management’s beliefs and
assumptions only as of the date of this presentation. You should read the Company’s most recent Annual Report as filed on Form 10-K, on
February 29, 2016, including the Risk Factors set forth therein and the exhibits thereto, completely and with the understanding that our
actual future results may be materially different from what we expect. Except as required by law, we assume no obligation to update these
forward-looking statements publicly, or to update the reasons actual results could differ materially from those anticipated in the forwardlooking statements, even if new information becomes available in the future.
This presentation includes certain non-GAAP financial measures as defined by SEC rules. As required by Regulation G, we have provided a
reconciliation of those measures to the most directly comparable GAAP measures, which is available in the Appendix slides to today’s
“Financial Update” presentation. In addition, certain financial information contained herein with respect to years ended prior to December 31,
2013 has been derived from our audited consolidated financial statements that were prepared in accordance with IFRS and presented in
Euros. Financial information contained herein with respect to quarterly periods has been derived from our unaudited condensed
consolidated financial statements.
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Key success factors of our business

Relevant
People-Centric
Targeting
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Accountable
Performance

Seamless
Advertising
Experiences

Broad Reach
Across All Publisher
Ecosystems

Our core assets are increasingly hard to replicate
We have created self-reinforcing competitive moats

Core Technology

Network Effects
Full Performance Product Set
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Our unmatched technology leadership and expertise drive performance
11-year focus on machine learning

Revenue ex-TAC from existing live clients (US$M)
160,0

140,0

120,0

470-strong R&D & product team
100,0

80,0

600TB shopping intent analyzed/day

60,0

40,0

20,0

190,000 tests in H1 2016
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Liquidity and scale continue to fuel our network effects
More granular data

More publisher inventory

More sales for clients

Solution
Higher platform liquidity
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More clients use platform

Technology

Our solution works seamlessly across the consumer journey
Across …
Devices
Desktop

Cross Device
Tablet

Laptop

Platforms

Smartphone

Android

Marketing Channels

Others
IOS

Web

E-mail

Publisher Ecosystems
Apps
Social
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Open Web

Native

Performance marketing technology landscape
Most
competitive

DIRECT
COMPETITION

Post-click

dynamic ads

Other metrics

INDIRECT
COMPETITION

Least
competitive

Display

Suite

ECOSYSTEM
INFLUENCERS
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Marketing automation

The performance and machine-learned approach of solutions vary across the board
Performance*
High

dynamic ads

Low
Low

High
* Based on a post-click attribution
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Note: based solely on Criteo’s qualitative assessment

Machine
Learning

We win 90% of our head-to-head tests based on performance
Win rate in head-to-head tests* (%)

Reasons for not winning tests

10%
2 - Lower performance

43 tests

2 - No post-click attribution
90%

Lost
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Won

* Based on 43 head-to-head tests (39 won / 4 lost) tracked by Criteo on a global basis across Tier-1 and midmarket advertisers
over August 2015-August 2016

Criteo is the exclusive remarketing partner
Exclusivity share of client’s remarketing services* (%)

25%

75%

Exclusive partner

Non-exclusive partner
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Our strong and consistent client retention ultimately proves our value
90% retention for the past 20 quarters
Client retention rate * (%)

Clients

100%

12 000

90%
10 000

80%
70%
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40%
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Q3
2013

Clients
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Q4
2013

Q1
2014

Q2
2014

Q3
2014

Q4
2014

Q1
2015

Q2
2015

Q3
2015

Q4
2015

Q1
2016

Retention rate

* Annual average of quarterly client retention rates, defined as the percentage of live clients during the previous quarter that continued to be live during the current
quarter

Q2
2016

How we compare with direct post-click competitors
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Performance

Full offering

Broad Reach

●

●

●

◑

◑

◔

◑

◑

◔

Note: based solely on Criteo’s qualitative assessment

Google: The typical coopetition relationship

Google has had a competing
product for the past 6 years

Google is a great partner

•

We are one of AdX largest clients globally

•

Weaker performance

•

Long-standing relationship

•

No close relationship
with Facebook and Microsoft

•

We are a trusted alpha tester of many
Google’s publisher products

•

Client sensitivity to sharing data
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Note: based solely on Criteo’s qualitative assessment

Facebook: A custom integration and mutually beneficial partnership

Facebook has a full offering including
a direct response product

Facebook is a great partner

•

We have been a trusted partner for 4 years

•

Lower performance for product
recommendation and user prediction

•

We bring key assets to our partnership
• ROI-driven demand from ecommerce
• 1st-party shopping intent data
• Best recommendation and bidding technology
• World-class performance standards
• Expertise in custom integration at scale

•

Breadth of user reach challenged by
competing publisher environments

•

Sales attribution not fully based on postclick metrics

•

Advertisers are sensitive to data usage
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Note: based solely on Criteo’s qualitative assessment

We increasingly complement the marketing automation software space
Marketing technology software players

Focus on automation,
not performance

Limited media buying
capabilities

Feel more and more
pressure from CMOs
to deliver ROI

No large advertiser and
publisher networks

We believe they will increasingly want to plug into our platform
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Our competitive position is strong and sustainable
We will continue to …
1

Have the best performance

2

Have the broadest user reach

3

Grow along our World’s Performance Marketing Platform
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The World’s
Performance
Marketing Platform

